
Lesson Plans 

Lesson plan 1: 
B

Big Idea:  A hundred languages of expression.

As the children have already engaged in an observational drawing of flowers, this will be an 
extension to make them aware in a small way of the how leaves are related to flowers.  ( what they 

want to / can know)

Goal: Observational drawing using different media to express how you feel.

Providing them avenues to explore different types of leaves, the different textures, colours and also 
introduce how some leaves are used as herbs in the kitchen. How some herbs can be grown in 

kitchen gardens while others are found in home gardens. 

Some background knowledge of flowers and leaves from the earlier activity will be activated as 
well. (what they already know)

Anatomy of the leaf - stem, shape of the leaf, position on the plant and function in a simple sketchy 
way, that they make food for the plant and venation.

Resources: Different types of leaves ( ornamental, simple, compound, herbs like mint ), paints, 
brushes of varying thickness, colour paper, felt, glue, paper, scissors, pencils,  thin sketch pens.

Activity: Children will observe leaves of their choice closely, paying attention to the thickness of 
stem, size of leaves, their colour, shape, venation.Children will express how they perceive the 

texture of different leaves, how theyfeel about them, how they relate it to what they have seen and 
know.

They will express their own version of the leaves, by using paints, by cutting and creating their leaf 
using colour paper or felt.

As the children engage in the activity, they will explore different features of the leaf and may make 
connections to the trees and vegetation around. They can make connections with gardens they have 

seen. With herbs used in their home kitchens.

This activity provides provocation for expression of feeling, perception,  encourages choice of 
medium to express, stimulates sensorial awareness, activates background knowledge and builds on 

that with new facts, works the fine motor skills and engages spatial awareness, provides the children 
an opportunity to play with colours by mixing and creating new colours



Lesson plan 2: 
Date: January 16 2019 

Children: The whole class. 

Current attainment: The children have been exposed to the concept that art and colours 
influence emotions and have expressed their creativity and emotions by way of related 

activity. They have used various medium and provocations to express their emotions they 
feel for the colurs they chose. Children are also proficient with mixing and creating colours, 

to create hues of dark and light as well. The children also have had intimate experiences 
with abstract and modern art, being exposed to works of famous classical painters 

Activity: Introduce the activity with a brief introduction of the artist featured in the video- 
Vaasya Kandinksy.  His childhood, his inspiration for his art, his love for music and how he 

had the special ability to " see sounds and hear colours." The video of " The Noisy 
Paintbox" will be played for the children to become aware and understand Kandinsky and 
his concept of art. One of his famous artwork - "Squares with concentric circles" will be 
shown to the children and they will be encouraged to express their perceptions, feelings, 

views about the painting. While talking about the artist, background knowledge of abstract 
art and the artists they have been exposed to will be revisited to help children make 

connections and for understanding. 
After the video, the children will be given provocative resources - paper, paints, brushes will 

be provided. To bring actual meaning and connection to the concept that music and art 
influence expression and emotions, a classical musical piece  "The Radetzky March, Johann 

Strauss I" will be played while the children express their emotions with colours. The 
artwork discussed here will also be displayed and children can be guided to thinking how 

differently they can represent the same concept - like squares in squares, triangles in 
triangles etc. This provocation will trigger their creative side.  

Evidence/notes: The children were eager and curious about the artist and the video. 
Kandinsky's story sustained their attention.  

Revisiting background knowledge about the abstract works of art of famous painters was 
evident form the connections they made with what they had seen and created. The concept 

that abstract art has no clear form was evident when they recognised it from the video. 
There was an eagerness to translate their emotions onto  paper. Playing the musical piece 
triggered their perception of loud music, soft music, fast paced and slow music and their 

brushes sometiems moved in accordance. 
The use of a mixture of colours and several colours and filling the paper with forms that 

were randon and what they wished for, created abstract art. There was no particular form. 
Some children did attempt to paint concentric circles like in Kandinsky's painting. 

Key vocabulary and questions: Where have you heard or seen abstract art? 



Remember how when you do your breathing exercises in the morning, you imagine colours 
inside your body? 

What colours do you think of when you hear loud sounds, soft music, sounds of birds, the 
waves of the sea? 

When the music becomes faster, how  do you feel and how do you like to paint? 
What do you notice in the painting? Anything new, different? 

Next steps:  Given the introduction of how music and art are integrated and related to 
expressing emotions, this can lead to guiding the children to particularly express how they 

can depict particular sounds with colours, in keeping with "hear the colours and see the 
sounds".  

Alternately, colourful pieces of breezy cloth can be provided and the children can be guided 
to express the way they feel while listening to classical pieces of music. This will 

incorporate some gross motor movement while encouraging creativity and freedom of 
expression


